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Part I – The Krugman Liquidity Trap model with more general preferences

We consider the Krugman model studies in class (endowment economy, cash-in-advance, representative agent).
The only difference is that we assume now that preferences are given by:

U =

∞∑
t=0

βt
c1−σt − 1

1 − σ

Budget and Cash in Advance constraints are

Bt+1 +Mt+1 + Ptct ≤ (1 + it)Bt +Mt + Ptyt +Xt (λt)

Ptct ≤ Mt (µt)

We consider first the case in which prices are flexible.

1 – Give the fist order conditions of the (representative) household problem, for given prices P and i, not forgetting
the complementary slackness conditions.

2 – Prove that λ is always positive.

3 – Whey do we assume it ≥ 0?

4 – What are the three market equilibrium conditions?

5 – Assume that endowments and money supply are constant in period 1 and onwards, solve for equilibrium for 1
and onwards.

6 – Show that the cash-in-advance constraint might or might not bind in period zero. What is the condition under
which it is binding?

7 – Assume that prices are sticky in period 0, such that consumption c can be lower than endowment y. Under which
condition is there a liquidity trap and under-consumption (c < y)?

8 – How can the commitment to increase money supply in period 1 and onwards can restore efficiency of monetary
policy in period 0?

Part II – Chapter 15 of the Keynes’ General Theory on the demand for money (document I)

1 – Why is liquidity-preference a better term than income-velocity of money?

2 – What are the four motives for holding money?

3 – In which respect is the speculation motive different from the three other ones?

4 – Summarize the discussion of Keynes on heterogeneity that can be found at the end of section I.

5 – Is Y nominal or real income?

6 – How does money affect the interest rate (top of section II)

7 – Where does Keynes introduces the liquidity trap. What is his line of reasoning?

8 – Why are expectations so important?

9 – What does Keynes mean by absolute liquidity-preference?

10 – What are the examples of financial markets breakdowns given by Keynes? Are they about the liquidity trap?
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Part III – Krugman and the liquidity trap (documents II to IV)

1 – Krugman writes “creating inflation is easy if you’re an irresponsible country. It may not be easy at all if you
aren’t.” What does it mean? Why does it matter?

2 – Krugman writes: “ What a model with all the i’s dotted and t’s crossed actually says is that the CPI doubles if
you double the current money supply and all future expected money supplies.” Is that true in the model of Part I?

3 – Using the model of Part I, explain why a fiscal fiscal stimulus can be the solution in the liquidity trap.

4 – What does Krugman call the zero bound?

5 – What is different in the liquidity trap and outside of it?

Document I – The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, John Maynard Keynes,
1936, Chapter 15: The Psychological and Business Incentives To Liquidity

I

We must now develop in more detail the analysis of the motives to liquidity-preference which were introduced in
a preliminary way in Chapter 13. The subject is substantially the same as that which has been sometimes

discussed under the heading of the Demand for Money. It is also closely connected with what is called the income-
velocity of money; - for the income-velocity of money merely measures what proportion of their incomes the public
chooses to hold in cash, so that an increased income-velocity of money may be a symptom of a decreased liquidity-
preference. It is not the same thing, however, since it is in respect of “his stock of accumulated savings, rather than
of his income, that the individual can exercise his choice between liquidity and illiquidity. And, anyhow, the term
“income-velocity of money” carries with it the misleading suggestion of a presumption in favour of the demand for
money as’ a whole being proportional, or having some determinate relation, to income, whereas this presumption
should apply, as we shall see, only to a portion of the public’s cash holdings; with the result that it overlooks the part
played by the rate of interest.

In my Treatise on Money I studied the total demand for money under the headings of income-deposits, business-
deposits, and savings-deposits, and I need not repeat here the analysis which I gave in Chapter 3 of that book.
Money held for each of the three purposes forms, nevertheless, a single pool, which the holder is under no necessity
to segregate into three water-tight compartments; for they need not be sharply divided even in his own mind, and
the same sum can be held primarily for one purpose and secondarily for another. Thus we can - equally well, and,
perhaps, better - consider the individual’s aggregate demand for money in given circumstances as a single decision,
though the composite result of a number of different motives.

In analysing the motives, however, it is still convenient to classify them under certain headings, the first of which
broadly corresponds to the former classification of income-deposits and business-deposits, and the two latter to that of
savings-deposits. These I have briefly introduced in Chapter 13 under the headings of the transactions-motive, which
can be further classified as the income-motive and the business-motive, the precautionary-motive and the speculative-
motive.

(i) The Income-motive. - One reason for holding cash is to bridge the interval between the receipt of income and
its disbursement. The strength of this motive in inducing a decision to hold a given aggregate of cash will chiefly
depend on the amount of income and the normal length of the interval between its receipt and its disbursement. It is
in this connection that the concept of the income-velocity of money is strictly appropriate.

(ii) The Business-motive. - Similarly, cash is held to bridge the interval between the time of incurring business
costs and that of the receipt of the sale-proceeds; cash held by dealers to bridge the interval between purchase and
realisation being included under this heading. The strength of this demand will chiefly depend on the value of current
output (and hence on current income), and on the number of hands through which output passes.

(iii) The Precautionary-motive. - To provide for contingencies requiring sudden expenditure and for unforeseen
opportunities of advantageous purchases, and also to hold an asset of which the value is fixed in terms of money to
meet a subsequent liability fixed in terms of money, are further motives for holding cash.

The strength of all these three types of motive will partly depend on the cheapness and the reliability of methods of
obtaining cash, when it is required, by some form of temporary borrowing, in particular by overdraft or its equivalent.
For there is no necessity to hold idle cash to bridge over intervals if it can be obtained without difficulty at the moment
when it is actually required. Their strength will also depend on what we may term the relative cost of holding cash. If
the cash can only be retained by forgoing the purchase of a profitable asset, this increases the cost and thus weakens
the motive towards holding a given amount of cash. If deposit interest is earned or if bank charges are avoided by
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holding cash, this decreases the cost and strengthens the motive. It may be, however, that this is likely to be a minor
factor except where large changes in the cost of holding cash are in question.

(iv) There remains the Speculative-motive. - This needs a more detailed examination than the others, both because
it is less well understood and because it is particularly important in transmitting the effects of a change in the quantity
of money.

In normal circumstances the amount of money required to satisfy the transactions-motive and the precautionary-
motive is mainly a resultant of the general activity of the economic system and of the level of money-income. But
it is by playing on the speculative-motive that monetary management (or, in the absence of management, chance
changes in the quantity of money) is brought to bear on the economic system. For the demand for money to satisfy
the former motives is generally irresponsive to any influence except the actual occurrence of a change in the general
economic activity and the level of incomes; whereas experience indicates that the aggregate demand for money to
satisfy the speculative-motive usually shows a continuous response to gradual changes in the rate of interest, i.e. there
is a continuous curve relating changes in the demand for money to satisfy the speculative motive and changes in the
rate of interest as given by changes in the prices of bonds and debts of various maturities.

Indeed, if this were not so, “open market operations” would be impracticable. I have said that experience indicates
the continuous relationship stated above, because in normal circumstances the banking system is in fact always able
to purchase (or sell) bonds in exchange for cash by bidding the price of bonds up (or down) in the market by a modest
amount; and the larger the quantity of cash which they seek to create (or cancel) by purchasing (or selling) bonds
and debts, the greater must be the fall (or rise) in the rate of interest. Where, however, (as in the United States,
1933-1934) open-market operations have been limited to the purchase of very short-dated securities, the effect may,
of course, be mainly confined to the very short-term rate of interest and have but little reaction on the much more
important long-term rates of interest.

In dealing with the speculative-motive it is, however, important to distinguish between the changes in the rate of
interest which are due to changes in the supply of money available to satisfy the speculative-motive, without there
having been any change in the liquidity function, and those which are primarily due to changes in expectation affecting
the liquidity function itself. Open-market operations may, indeed, influence the rate of interest through both channels;
since they may not only change the volume of money, but may also give rise to changed expectations concerning the
future policy of the Central Bank or of the Government. Changes in the liquidity function itself, due to a change in the
news which causes revision of expectations, will often be discontinuous, and will, therefore, give rise to a corresponding
discontinuity of change in the rate of interest. Only, indeed, in so far as the change in the news is differently interpreted
by different individuals or affects individual interests differently will there be room for any increased activity of dealing
in the bond market. If the change in the news affects the judgment and the requirements of everyone in precisely the
same way, the rate of interest (as indicated by the prices of bonds and debts) will be adjusted forthwith to the new
situation without any market transactions being necessary.

Thus, in the simplest case, where everyone is similar and similarly placed, a change in circumstances or expectations
will not be capable of causing any displacement of money whatever; - it will simply change the rate of interest in
whatever degree is necessary to offset the desire of each individual, felt at the previous rate, to change his holding of
cash in response to the new circumstances or expectations; and, since everyone will change his ideas as to the rate
which would induce him to alter his holdings of cash in the same degree, no transactions will result. To each set
of circumstances and expectations there will correspond an appropriate rate of interest, and there will never be any
question of anyone changing his usual holdings of cash.

In general, however, a change in circumstances or expectations will cause some realignment in individual holdings of
money; - since, in fact, a change will influence the ideas of different individuals differently by reason partly of differences
in environment and the reason for which money is held and partly of differences in knowledge and interpretation of the
new situation. Thus the new equilibrium rate of interest will be associated with a redistribution of money-holdings.
Nevertheless it is the change in the rate of interest, rather than the redistribution of cash, which deserves our main
attention. The latter is incidental to individual differences, whereas the essential phenomenon is that which occurs in
the simplest case. Moreover, even in the general case, the shift in the rate of interest is usually the most prominent
part of the reaction to a change in the news. The movement in bond-prices is, as the newspapers are accustomed to
say, “out of all proportion to the activity of dealing”; - which is as it should be, in view of individuals being much
more similar than they are dissimilar in their reaction to news.

II

Whilst the amount of cash which an individual decides to hold to satisfy the transactions-motive and the
precautionary-motive is not entirely independent of what he is holding to satisfy the speculative-motive, it

is a safe first approximation to regard the amounts of these two sets of cash-holdings as being largely independent of
one another. Let us, therefore, for the purposes of our further analysis, break up our problem in this way.

Let the amount of cash held to satisfy the transactions- and precautionary-motives be M1, and the amount held to
satisfy the speculative-motive be M2. Corresponding to these two compartments of cash, we then have two liquidity
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functions L1 and L2. L1 mainly depends on the level of income, whilst L2 mainly depends on the relation between
the current rate of interest and the state of expectation. Thus

M = M1 +M2 = L1(Y ) + L2(r),

where L1 is the liquidity function corresponding to an income Y , which determines M1, and L2 is the liquidity function
of the rate of interest r, which determines M2. It follows that there are three matters to investigate: (i) the relation
of changes in M to Y and r, (ii) what determines the shape of L1, (iii) what determines the shape of L2.

(i) The relation of changes in M to Y and r depends, in the first instance, on the way in which changes in M
come about. Suppose that M consists of gold coins and that changes in M can only result from increased returns to
the activities of gold-miners who belong to the economic system under examination. In this case changes in M are,
in the first instance, directly associated with changes in Y , since the new gold accrues as someone’s income. Exactly
the same conditions hold if changes in M are due to the Government printing money wherewith to meet its current
expenditure; - in this case also the new money accrues as someone’s income. The new level of income, however, will
not continue sufficiently high for the requirements of M , to absorb the whole of the increase in M ; and some portion of
the money will seek an outlet in buying securities or other assets until r has fallen so as to bring about an increase in
the magnitude of M , and at the same time to stimulate a rise in Y to such an extent that the new money is absorbed
either in M2 or in the M1 which corresponds to the rise in Y caused by the fall in r. Thus at one remove this case
comes to the same thing as the alternative case, where the new money can only be issued in the first instance by a
relaxation of the conditions of credit by the banking system, so as to induce someone to sell the banks a debt or a
bond in exchange for the new cash.

It will, therefore, be safe for us to take the latter case as typical. A change in M can be assumed to operate by
changing r, and a change in r will lead to a new equilibrium partly by changing M2 and partly by changing Y and
therefore M1. The division of the increment of cash between M1 and M2 in the new position of equilibrium will depend
on the responses of investment to a reduction in the rate of interest and of income to an increase in investment.1 Since
Y partly depends on r, it follows that a given change in M has to cause a sufficient change in r for the resultant
changes in M1 and M2 respectively to add up to the given change in M .

(ii) It is not always made clear whether the income-velocity of money is defined as the ratio of Y to M or as the
ratio of Y to M1. I propose, however, to take it in the latter sense. Thus if V is the income-velocity of money,

L1(Y ) = Y/V = M1.

There is, of course, no reason for supposing that V is constant. Its value will depend on the character of banking and
industrial organisation, on social habits, on the distribution of income between different classes and on the effective
cost of holding idle cash. Nevertheless, if we have a short period of time in view and can safely assume no material
change in any of these factors, we can treat V as nearly enough constant.

(iii) Finally there is the question of the relation between M2 and r. We have seen in Chapter 13 that uncertainty
as to the future course of the rate of interest is the sole intelligible explanation of the type of liquidity-preference
L2 which leads to the holding of cash M2. It follows that a given M2 will not have a definite quantitative relation
to a given rate of interest of r; - what matters is not the absolute level of r but the degree of its divergence from
what is considered a fairly safe level of r, having regard to those calculations of probability which are being relied on.
Nevertheless, there are two reasons for expecting that, in any given state of expectation, a fall in r will be associated
with an increase in M2. In the first place, if the general view as to what is a safe level of r is unchanged, every fall
in r reduces the market rate relatively to the “safe” rate and therefore increases the risk of illiquidity; and, in the
second place, every fall in r reduces the current earnings from illiquidity, which are available as a sort of insurance
premium to offset the risk of loss on capital account, by an amount equal to the difference between the squares of the
old rate of interest and the new. For example, if the rate of interest on a long-term debt is 4 per cent., it is preferable
to sacrifice liquidity unless on a balance of probabilities it is feared that the long-term rate of interest may rise faster
than by 4 per cent. of itself per annum, i.e. by an amount greater than 0.16 per cent. per annum. If, however, the
rate of interest is already as low as 2 per cent., the running yield will only offset a rise in it of as little as 0.04 per
cent. per annum. This, indeed, is perhaps the chief obstacle to a fall in the rate of interest to a very low level. Unless
reasons are believed to exist why future experience will be very different from past experience, a long-term rate of
interest of (say) 2 per cent. leaves more to fear than to hope, and offers, at the same time, a running yield which is
only sufficient to offset a very small measure of fear.

It is evident, then, that the rate of interest is a highly psychological phenomenon. We shall find, in equilibrium
at a level below the rate which corresponds to full employment; because at such a level a state of true inflation will
be produced, with the result that M1 will absorb ever-increasing quantities of cash. But at a level above the rate
which corresponds to full employment, the long-term market-rate of interest will depend, not only on the current
policy of the monetary authority, but also on market expectations concerning its future policy. The short-term rate

1We must postpone to Book V. the question of what will determine the character of the new equilibrium.
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of interest is easily controlled by the monetary authority, both because it is not difficult to produce a conviction that
its policy will not greatly change in the very near future, and also because the possible loss is small compared with
the running yield (unless it is approaching vanishing point). The the long-term rate may be more recalcitrant when
once it has fallen to a level which, on the basis of past experience and present expectations of future monetary policy,
is considered “unsafe” by representative opinion. For example, in a country linked to an international gold standard,
a rate of interest lower than prevails elsewhere will be viewed with a justifiable lack of confidence; yet a domestic
rate of interest dragged up to a parity with the highest rate (highest after allowing for risk) prevailing in any country
belonging to the international system may be much higher than is consistent with domestic full employment.

Thus a monetary policy which strikes public opinion as being experimental in character or easily liable to change
may fail in its objective of greatly reducing the long-term rate of interest, because M2 may tend to increase almost
without limit in response to a reduction of r below a certain figure. The same policy, on the other hand, may prove
easily successful if it appeals to public opinion as being reasonable and practicable and in the public interest, rooted
in strong conviction, and promoted by an authority unlikely to be superseded.

It might be more accurate, perhaps, to say that the rate of interest is a highly conventional, rather than a highly
psychological, phenomenon. For its actual value is largely governed by the prevailing view as to what its value is
expected to be. Any level of interest which is accepted with sufficient conviction as likely to be durable will be
durable; subject, of course, in a changing society to fluctuations for all kinds of reasons round the expected normal. In
particular, when M1 is increasing faster than M, the rate of interest will rise, and vice versa. But it may fluctuate for
decades about a level which is chronically too high for full employment; - particularly if it is the prevailing opinion that
the rate of interest is self-adjusting, so that the level established by convention is thought to be rooted in objective
grounds much stronger than convention, the failure of Employment to attain an optimum level being in no way
associated, in the minds either of the public or of authority, with the prevalence of an inappropriate range of rates of
interest.

The difficulties in the way of maintaining effective demand at a level high enough to provide full employment,
which ensue from the association of a conventional and fairly stable long-term rate of interest with a fickle and highly
unstable marginal efficiency of capital, should be, by now, obvious to the reader.

Such comfort as we can fairly take from more encouraging reflections must be drawn from the hope that, precisely
because the convention is not rooted in secure knowledge, it will not be always unduly resistant to a modest measure
of persistence and consistency of purpose by the monetary authority. Public opinion can be fairly rapidly accustomed
to a modest fall in the rate of interest and the conventional expectation of the future may be modified accordingly;
thus preparing the way for a further movement - up to a point. The fall in the long-term rate of interest in Great
Britain after her departure from the gold standard provides an interesting example of this; - the major movements were
effected by a series of discontinuous jumps, as the liquidity function of the public, having become accustomed to each
successive reduction, became ready to respond to some new incentive in the news or in the policy of the authorities.

III

We can sum up the above in the proposition that in any given state of expectation there is in the minds of the
public a certain potentiality towards holding cash beyond what is required by the transactions-motive or the

precautionary-motive, which will realise itself in actual cash-holdings in a degree which depends on the terms on which
the monetary authority is willing to create cash. It is this potentiality which is summed up in the liquidity function
L2.

Corresponding to the quantity of money created by the monetary authority, there will, therefore, be cet. par.
a determinate rate of interest or, more strictly, a determinate complex of rates of interest for debts of different
maturities. The same thing, however, would be true of any other factor in the economic system taken separately.
Thus this particular analysis will only be useful and significant in so far as there is some specially direct or purposive
connection between changes in the quantity of money and changes in the rate of interest. Our reason for supposing that
there is such a special connection arises from the fact that, broadly speaking, the banking system and the monetary
authority are dealers in money and debts and not in assets or consumables.

If the monetary authority were prepared to deal both ways on specified terms in debts of all maturities, and even
more so if it were prepared to deal in debts of varying degrees of risk, the relationship between the complex of rates of
interest and the quantity of money would be direct. The complex of rates of interest would simply be an expression
of the terms on which the banking system is prepared to acquire or part with debts; and the quantity of money
would be the amount which can find a home in the possession of individuals who - after taking account of all relevant
circumstances - prefer the control of liquid cash to parting with it in exchange for a debt on the terms indicated by the
market rate of interest. Perhaps a complex offer by the central bank to buy and sell at stated prices gilt-edged bonds
of all maturities, in place of t”he single bank rate for short-term bills, is the most important practical improvement
which can be made in the technique of monetary management.

To-day, however, in actual practice, the extent to which the price of debts as fixed by the banking system is
“effective” in the market, in the sense that it governs the actual market-price, varies in different systems. Sometimes
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the price is more effective in one direction than in the other; that is to say, the banking system may undertake to
purchase debts at a certain price but not necessarily to sell them at a figure near enough to its buying-price to represent
no more than a dealer’s turn, though there is no reason why the price should not be made effective both ways with
the aid of open-market operations. There is also the more important qualification which arises out of the monetary
authority not being, as a rule, an equally willing dealer in debts of all maturities. The monetary authority often tends
in practice to concentrate upon short-term debts and to leave the price of long-term debts to be influenced by belated
and imperfect reactions from the price of short-term debts; - though here again there is no reason why they need do
so. Where these qualifications operate, the directness of the relation between the rate of interest and the quantity
of money is correspondingly modified. In Great Britain the field of deliberate control appears to be widening. But
in applying this theory in any particular case allowance must be made for the special characteristics of the method
actually employed by the monetary authority. If the monetary authority deals only in short-term debts, we have to
consider what influence the price, actual and prospective, of short-term debts exercises on debts of longer maturity.

Thus there are certain limitations on the ability of the monetary authority to establish any given complex of rates
of interest for debts of different terms and risks, which can be summed up as follows:

(1) There are those limitations which arise out of the monetary authority’s own practices in limiting its willingness
to deal to debts of a particular type.

(2) There is the possibility, for the reasons discussed above, that, after the rate of interest has fallen to a certain
level, liquidity-preference may become virtually absolute in the sense that almost everyone prefers cash to holding a
debt which yields so low a rate of interest. In this event the monetary authority would have lost effective control over
the rate of interest. But whilst this limiting case might become practically important in future, I know of no example
of it hitherto. Indeed, owing to the unwillingness of most monetary authorities to deal boldly in debts of long term,
there has not been much opportunity for a test. Moreover, if such a situation were to arise, it would mean that the
public authority itself could borrow through the banking system on an unlimited scale at a nominal rate of interest.

(3) The most striking examples of a complete breakdown of stability in the rate of interest, due to the liquidity
function flattening out in one direction or the other, have occurred in very abnormal circumstances. In Russia and
Central Europe after the war a currency crisis or flight from the currency was experienced, when no one could be
induced to retain holdings either of money or of debts on any terms whatever, and even a high and rising rate of
interest was unable to keep pace with the marginal efficiency of capital (especially of stocks of liquid goods) under the
influence of the expectation of an ever greater fall in the value of money; whilst in the United States at certain dates
in 1932 there was a crisis of the opposite kind - a financial crisis or crisis of liquidation, when scarcely anyone could
be induced to part with holdings of money on any reasonable terms.

(4) There is, finally, the difficulty discussed in section iv of Chapter 11, p. 144, in the way of bringing the
effective rate of interest below a certain figure, which may prove important in an era of low interest-rates; namely the
intermediate costs of bringing the borrower and the ultimate lender together, and the allowance for risk, especially for
moral risk, which the lender requires over and above the pure rate of interest. As the pure rate of interest declines
it does not follow that the allowances for expense and risk decline pari passu. Thus the rate of interest which the
typical borrower has to pay may decline more slowly than the pure rate of interest, and may be incapable of being
brought, by the methods of the existing banking and financial organisation, below a certain minimum figure. This is
particularly important if the estimation of moral risk is appreciable. For where the risk is due to doubt in the mind
of the lender concerning the honesty of the borrower, there is nothing in the mind of a borrower who does not intend
to be dishonest to offset the resultant higher charge. It is also important in the case of short-term loans (e.g. bank
loans) where the expenses are heavy; - a bank may have to charge its customers 1 1/2 to 2 per cent., even if the pure
rate of interest to the lender is nil.

IV

At the cost of anticipating what is more properly the subject of Chapter 21 below it may be interesting briefly at
this stage to indicate the relationship of the above to the Quantity Theory of Money.

In a static society or in a society in which for any other reason no one feels any uncertainty about the future rates of
interest, the Liquidity Function L2 or the propensity to hoard (as we might term it), will always be zero in equilibrium.
Hence in equilibrium M2 = 0 and M = M1; so that any change in M will cause the rate of interest to fluctuate until
income reaches a level at which the change in M1 is equal to the supposed change in M . Now M1 × V = Y , where V
is the income-velocity of money as defined above and Y is the aggregate income. Thus if it is practicable to measure
the quantity, O, and the price, P , of current output, we have Y = O × P , and, therefore, M × Y = O × P ; which is
much the same as the Quantity Theory of Money in its traditional form.2

For the purposes of the real world it is a great fault in the Quantity Theory that it does not distinguish between
changes in prices which are a function of changes in output, and those which are a function of changes in the wage-

2If we had defined V , not as equal to Y/M , but as equal to Y/M1, then, of course, the Quantity Theory is a truism which holds in all
circumstances, though without significance.
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unit.3 The explanation of this omission is, perhaps, to be found in the assumptions that there is no propensity to
hoard and that there is always full employment. For in this case, O being constant and M2 being zero, it follows, if we
can take V also as constant, that both the wage-unit and the price-level will be directly proportional to the quantity
of money.

Document II – Macro policy in a liquidity trap, Paul Krugman - New York Times Blog, November
15, 2008

“Macro policy in a liquidity trap. That’s the title of a new report from Jan Hatzius et al at Goldman Sachs (not
available online). The Goldman guys, like me, come up with scary figures about the size of the gap in demand

that needs to be filled - figures that suggest the need for a fiscal stimulus that’s enormous by historical standards.
Their approach is different, and probably better than mine; I’ll get to that in a bit. But I want to talk conceptual
stuff for a moment.

It’s a curious thing that even now, when we are clearly in a liquidity trap, we still have a lot of economists denying
that such a thing is possible. The argument seems to go like this: creating inflation is easy - birds do it, bees do it,
Zimbabwe does it. So it can’t really be a problem for competent countries like Japan or the United States.

This misses a key point that I and others tried to make for Japan in the 90s and are trying to make again now:
creating inflation is easy if you’re an irresponsible country. It may not be easy at all if you aren’t.

A decade ago, when I tried to make sense of Japan’s predicament, I used a simple, unrealistic model to ask what
we really know about the relationship between the money supply and the price level. We normally say that an increase
in the money supply, other things equal, leads to an equal proportional increase in the price level: double M and you
double the CPI. But that’s not actually right. What a model with all the i’s dotted and t’s crossed actually says is
that the CPI doubles if you double the current money supply and all future expected money supplies.

And how do you do that? No matter how much Japan increases the monetary base now, expectations of future
money supplies won’t move if people believe that the Bank of Japan will move to stabilize the price level as soon as
the economy recovers. And once you realize that central banks may not be able to move expectations about future
money supplies, it becomes a real possibility that the economy will be in a liquidity trap: if interest rates are near
zero, money printed now just gets hoarded, and monetary policy has no traction on the real economy.

Zimbabwe wouldn’t have this problem: people believe that any money it prints will stay in circulation. But the
likes of Japan, or the United States, print money for policy purposes, not to pay their bills. And that, perversely,
is what makes them vulnerable to a liquidity trap. Back in 1998 I argued that the Bank of Japan needed to find a
way to “credibly promise to be irresponsible.” That didn’t go down too well, but it was what sober, careful economic
analysis prescribed.

Or as I said in the linked paper,

“The whole subject of the liquidity trap has a sort of Alice-through-the-looking-glass quality. Virtues like
saving, or a central bank known to be strongly committed to price stability, become vices; to get out of
the trap a country must loosen its belt, persuade its citizens to forget about the future, and convince the
private sector that the government and central bank aren’t as serious and austere as they seem.”

OK, so now back to Hatzius et al. They emphasize the role of the disruption of credit markets in pushing us into a
liquidity trap. They then turn to an estimate of likely changes in the “private sector balance” - the difference between
private sector saving and private sector investment. And it’s stunning:

“The GS house price forecast combined with current equity prices and credit spreads implies a rise in
the private sector balance from +1% of GDP in the second quarter of 2008 to +10% in the fourth quarter
of 2009 - a rise of 9 percentage points, or 6 points at an annual rate.”

What’s the answer? Huge fiscal stimulus, to fill the hole. More aggressive GSE lending. Maybe a “pre-commitment”
by the Fed to keep rates low for an extended period - that’s a more genteel version of my “credibly promise to be
irresponsible.” And maybe large-scale purchases of risky assets.

The main thing to realize is that for the time being we really are in an alternative universe, in which nothing would
be more dangerous than an attempt by policy makers to play it safe.

Document III – Nobody Understands The Liquidity Trap, Paul Krugman - New York Times Blog,
July 14, 2010

3This point will be further developed in Chapter 21 below.
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Sigh. In an otherwise useful article about divisions in the Fed, Jon Hilsenrath says this:

“The Fed is better equipped to solve some economic problems than others. As Mr. Bernanke noted in
a now-famous 2002 speech, the Fed has the power to fight deflation-or falling wages and prices-by printing
money.

But the bank’s tools aren’t perfectly suited to reducing unemployment, which is influenced by a range
of factors including fiscal policy, regulation and global demand.”

Sorry, but that’s totally wrong. The question is whether, at the zero bound, the Fed has the ability to increase
aggregate demand - full stop. If it can increase aggregate demand, it can fight both deflation and unemployment; if
not, not.

In a way, the problem with Bernanke’s speech was that he made increasing demand and fighting deflation sound
too easy. The Fed can print money, if you increase the supply of something its price will fall, end of story.

But as I tried to point out a long time ago, this simple story breaks down when short-term interest rates are near
zero.

Here’s one way to think about it: when the Fed conducts an open-market operation, buying short-term debt with
newly printed money, this normally affects the short rate because bonds and money are imperfect substitutes: money
yields less, but has the advantage of being something you can use directly to make payments, that is, it’s more liquid.

But when you have bought so much debt and created so much money that rates are near zero, the public is
saturated with liquidity; from that point on, they’re holding money simply as a store of value, which makes it no
different from bonds - and hence a perfect substitute for bonds. And at that point further open-market operations do
nothing - they just swap one zero-interest asset for another, with no effect on anything.

So why not forget about open-market operations, and just drop the stuff from helicopters? Well, remember that
at this point cash and short-term bonds are equivalent. So a helicopter drop is just like a temporary lump-sum tax
cut. And we would expect people to save much or most of such a tax cut - all of it, if you believe in full Ricardian
equivalence.

In my simple 1998 model, there’s only one way the Fed can affect things at all: by promising, credibly, to print
more money in the future, when the zero lower bound no longer binds.

In practice, things are more complicated, because long-term bonds aren’t perfect substitutes for short-term - so the
Fed can get some traction by buying at longer maturities. But I always felt than Ben was overstating the effectiveness
of such purchases. It’s worth noting that in his “it” speech Bernanke’s more-or-less specific proposal was to set a
ceiling on the yield on two-year securities. How much would that accomplish now, when even the 2-year yield is only
0.67 percent?

Anyway, back to the original point: it’s depressing to realize that two years into liquidity trap economics, the WSJ
still doesn’t seem to understand the basic point of why the zero bound is a problem.

Document IV – Wage-Price Flexibility in a Liquidity Trap, Again Again Again, Paul Krugman -
New York Times Blog, July 15, 2013

One of the frustrating things about macroeconomic discussion since the Great Recession struck is the prevalence
of zombie fallacies - misconceptions that one imagines have been killed by logic or evidence, but just keep coming back
to eat our brains. Often, maybe usually, politics is what’s keeping these zombies alive; or, if not exactly politics, the
attempt of economists to defend their intellectual investments in failed theories.

Sometimes, however, the zombies manage to eat a brain or two simply because someone wasn’t paying attention.
And I think this is what has just happened to the usually excellent Noah Smith.

Smith finds Japan’s persistent shortfall puzzling, because - he claims - this isn’t supposed to happen in New
Keynesian models:

“In a New Keynesian model, when there is a demand shortfall, unemployment is the result. The central
bank can print money in order to combat the shortfall, which raises inflation and lowers unemployment.
But if the central bank does nothing, prices will eventually adjust, and unemployment will go away. This
New Keynesian model corresponds nicely to the simple AD-AS model that people learn in Econ 102.”

In the words of Charlie Brown, aaugh!
People, we’ve been through this.
Yes, in a standard AS-AD or NK model, high unemployment leads to falling wages and prices, and this eventually

restores full employment. But how does this happen? Not because making labor cheaper increases the quantity of
labor demanded - Keynes understood that point perfectly long before he even wrote the General Theory:
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“Or again, if a particular producer or a particular country cuts wages, then, so long as others do not
follow suit, that producer or that country is able to get more of what trade is going. But if wages are
cut all round, the purchasing power of the community as a whole is reduced by the same amount as the
reduction of costs; and, again, no one is further forward.”

No, the only reason deflation “works” in the standard model is that it increases the real money supply, which leads
to lower interest rates; in effect, it acts like an expansionary monetary policy.

But Japan has been in a liquidity trap during the whole period Smith looks at.
Monetary expansion is ineffective unless it can raise expectations of future inflation. Deflation is definitely not

going to help. In fact, by raising the real burden of debt, it makes things worse A corollary is that while sticky wages
are a real phenomenon - the evidence just keeps getting stronger - their importance has to be appreciated correctly.
You need them to understand what we’re seeing, which is the failure of deflation to appear in the US now (and the
slow pace of deflation in Japan). They are not, repeat NOT the reason either Japan or we have failed to recover.

How is it that this stuff - which is more or less where we came in - hasn’t gotten through?
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